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What's our main responsibility as Parents of Blessed Children? 

 

Why I constantly observe Humanistic parents, misled by their Physical Mind to protect their 

Second Gen. from learning and following the Principle? 

  

 
Blessed Families are responsible to educate their children in DP, not protect them from hearing 
DP. But why it is so easy for us, parents, to stand in the position of Satan for our own kids? Do 
you know that statistically majority of our second gen. didn't read DP more then once? How can 
they inherit our faith in this case? How could we as parents end up with such responsible end 
result? 

 
Are we led by our Physical Mind? 
Our physical mind does not understand the meaning of studying DP, because physical mind 
cannot feel the spiritual growth and the connection to God that this spiritual food gives us. And of 
course, how can our second gen. inherit our faith if not through reading the truth? 
 
It's inevitable - Our physical mind does not understand the meaning of studying DP. So Physical 
Mind protests and goes against studying DP. Physical Mind finds hundreds of excuses and 
accusations against this spiritual need. 

  

Exuses to not teach 2 Gen DP 

Exuses can vary from "they are still small", "oh, they don't wont, so pushing them will turn them 
against," "but they had so many Workshops already". These are all Satan-serving excuses. TF 
insists that they have to listen the truth since their are small, to get costumed to it's logic and 
terminology, otherwise later they will reject it as something foreign. In edition, many times WS 
educators also compromised and did not really teach DP in depth for the very same Humanistic 
(Ph.M.) arguments. 

 
Physical Mind always resists the desires of the Spiritual Mind; So naturally parents who's Ph.Mind 



is Subject, do the same. Instead of supporting the sp.mind of their children to grow - their physical 
mind is pushing them to Humanistically protect their children from hearing the Principle. Thus, 
they play the role of Satan for their own children! 

 
TO CUT OFF SUCH HUMANISTIC (SATANIC) TENDENCIES 
Stick to TF's guidance as instrument to cut off all such humanistic deviations.  
SECOND GEN. has to study in depth: 
 
1. DP 
2. SP.W. 
3. TF's Life 
4. Our History and Achievements 
 
THUS THEY WILL GROW STRONG AND PROUD OF OUR TRADITION 

Faith comes by reading the Word. But how many times I hear "oh, they have to find their own 
faith"... But how can they find it if they don't listen, read and study the Truth? Impossible. How can 
they be proud of out teachings, achivements and tradition if they don't know them? Impossible! 

  

They need Vitality and Life Elements to Grow 

DP explains that growth is gradual and requires (1) to learn the truth and (2) to practice it. If trying 
to practice without knowing it, they end up embodying wrong habits, concepts and practices. 
Study the Word with prayer and meditation about it will provide the needed "Life Elements" to 
grow. 

 
- they need to not just study humanistically how to be good, but to learn and embody our vision 
for a new world 
 
- to embody, they need practice... Therefore, not just fun WS, but Service WS, Challenge WS, 
Spiritual Practices WS, Sport WSs.  

So always study and practice should be combined, not separated. Such correct system of 
education is to lead them to substantial spiritual growth - practical achievement of mind and body 
unity (Meaning, to put their Spiritual Mind over their Physical Mind). In that state they 
automatically experience God and His guidance. 

  

If we failed we push our failure to our children 

Humanistic parents resist that. They did not succeed to put their own spirit mind as subject, so 
they naturally protect and nourish their own children to be dominated by their physical mind. If we 
failed we push our failure to our children - we become evil spirits for them. 

  - But how can Second Gen be separated and protected from the bad influence of such parents. 
Very difficult. Their physical mind will lead them to use all their power, arguments and energy, 
only to drug their own children to their own Hell and spiritual stagnation. As their Ph.M. believes it 
is correct in judging the Sp.M. as wrong, parents dominated by their physical mind will judge 
people led by their spiritual mind as wrong. This leads to internal wars in our own movement. But 
which side is right; the Ph.M. side or the Sp.M. side??!!! DP is clear about that! 

 
 


